Goonhavern Primary School- Computing
TOPIC: Computing

YEAR: 3

STRAND: E-Safety

What should I know already?
●
●
●
●
●
●

What will I know by the end of the unit?

How to evaluate websites and know that not
everything on the internet is not true.
How to use the internet for learning and
communicating with others.
Open and send simple online communication in
the forms of email using Google Mail.
How we should talk to others in an online situation.
The steps that can be taken to keep personal data
and hardware secure.
Some knowledge and understanding about
sharing more globally on the Internet.

What makes a safe password and methods to keep
passwords safe.
How the internet can be used in effective communication.
How a blog can be used to communicate with a wider
audience.
The meaning of age restrictions symbols on digital media
and devices.
How to use email safely and how to add an attachment to
an email.
How to use a search engine effectively and safely.
How to bookmark a website and where to find them.
How to consider the truth of the content of websites.

School Values

Five Ways to Wellbeing

Vocabulary
Communication

The sharing or exchanging of information by speaking, writing, or using some other medium such
as email.

Email

Messages sent by electronic means from one device to one or more people.

Address Book

A list of people who you regularly send an email to.

Password

A secret word, phrase or combination of letters, numbers and symbols that must be used to gain
access to a website or application, such as google mail.

CC

A way of sending a copy of your email to other people so they can see the information in it.

Save to draft

Allows you to save an email that you are writing so you can amend and send it later.

Blog

A regularly updated website or webpage, run by an individual or organisation, that is written in an
informal manner.

Website

A set of related web pages located under a single name.

Webpage

A page online that makes up one screen of a website.

Search Engine

A program that searches for items in a database that link to keywords specified by the user.

Spoof Website

A website that uses dishonest designs to trick users into thinking that it represents the truth.

PEGI rating

A rating that shows what age a game or website is suitable for.

Digital Footprint

A trail of data you create while using the internet. It includes the websites you visit, emails you
send and information you submit online.

Image/diagram that helps me to articulate my
knowledge/understanding

Possible ideas

Create a secret ballot and give children the task of
creating either a real or a 'fake news' story. They
could utilise their creative writing skills by writing a
blog post, or practise their acting talents by filming
a video news story. Then review the stories as a
class. Ask children to use the checklist on
Espresso to help them decide if their classmates'
stories are real or fake.

